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The Möbius Strip or Surface, here depicted by M.C. Escher’s “Ants on 

a Möbius Strip”, is a curious and unique geometric innovation.  It can 

be created by taking a strip of paper, giving one-end a half-twist, and 

then connecting the ends with tape.  The initial double-sided surface 

becomes a single-sided and now continuous surface – the ant will 

walk indefinitely, cover the “same” territory.  Two sides become 

“one.” 

Boomer Reckoning deploys this image to focus on the complexities 

of human history, and especially how prosperity” and peril appear as 

continuous sides of a single condition.  The 20th century, from which 

we have just emerged, began with the promise of a new “modern” 

prosperity – new technologies, new markets, a renewed global 

optimism – yet descended into catastrophe under the boots of two 

world wars that claimed millions of lives and decimated Europe, 

Japan, and much of Asia.  Yet things somehow re-set to a new I-

Phoned, globalizing world that, nonetheless, remains fraught with 

peril lest we forget the threats of nuclear war or the unpredictability 

of climate change.                
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Introduction 
“The pessimist complains about the wind;  

the optimist expects it to change; 
the realist adjusts the sails.” 

William Arthur Ward 

 

What’s at stake in the 21st century?  Everything!  Wild and 

uncharted, perhaps unchartable, globalization is washing like a 

tsunami across humanity, and we are all swimming in it.   

Just like M.C. Escher’s “Ants on a Mobius Strip” humanity 

walks on a single-sided surface with two radically different and 

simultaneously present possibilities:  amazing, even unimaginable 

prosperity (if our ancestors could see us now – Moonlanders and on 

our way to Mars, Hubble gazers into the wild universe, DNA 

voyagers) yet, at the same time, it seems as though we are always on 

the edge of global disaster (World Wars still in living memory, nuclear 

war real and tested, climate change, terrorism in our midst, bitter 

political partisansim).  Things are changing, and quickly.   

Part One:  Boomer Reckoning (“BR”) tries to get a hand-hold 

on this tsunami by first mapping out five globalizing energy waves:  

Sex (human demographics), Tech, Markets, Ecology, and Capital.   

Sex/Demographics:  U.S. Boomers, China’s “middle income trap” 

Tech:  5G, AI, robotics, a brave new low-labor world 

Markets:  real but also shadow markets overwhelm the state 

Ecology:  fragile earth, yet even more fragile modern tech culture 

Capital:  What Sex-Tech-Markets-Ecology is “worth,” their value.      

Gazing into the rear-view mirror, it promises to challenge our thinking 

about human history.  Gazing forward it challenges us to re-imagine 

human possibility in a radically changing, globalizing world. 

Part Two:  BR then opens a discussion about the big 21st 
century challenges confronting American Baby Boomers, and even 
more importantly, that our children and grandchildren are already 
inheriting: 

America’s (and the global) Government Debt Challenge 

China & Its 100-year Marathon 

Retirement Investing – Crisis or Opportunity  

Ecology – Threatened and Threatening 

Our Ethical-Spiritual Challenge - Your Family’s Legacy   
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The first three challenges are global and economic, so very 

real but also more technical.  They rise to legitimate crises simply by 

their size and complexity. 

But for the Baby Boomer generation (“Boomers”), the 

fourth and fifth challenges are moral, ethical, even spiritual.  It’s 

summed up in these questions: “What are we leaving our kids?  What 

about the environment?  Or government debt?  What can we tell 

them?  How can we prepare our families for this amazing yet 

uncertain, unpredictable, future?”    

 

PROSPERITY – Ralph Easter Was a True American Cowboy 

On a hot – 90˚F at 10PM – July California evening in the 1950s, 

an august gentleman knocked unexpectedly at our door.  Ralph 

Easter, in his 60s, had stuffed his blazer pockets with $100 bills, taken 

a cab to Chicago’s O’Hare airport, and flown cross country for an 

unannounced visit. 

My great uncle Ralph was an imposing figure, 6’6” tall, yet 

unpretentious, even demure.  He was a true American cowboy, his 

legs still slightly bowed from a life on horseback.  By the ‘50s he had 

long retreated to the Chicago stockyards after living his early 

manhood on Great Plains cattle drives.  He told us that during the 

Depression he had three times ridden horseback to California to work 

its Central Valley.  Ralph carried an electric blender in his suitcase to 

chop up his meals because his teeth had long abandoned him.  And 

he was an incessant smoker – unfiltered Camels or an occasional 

cigar. 

I looked Ralph up again in the 1970s, and found him up in 

Jackson, Michigan living with a wonderful caregiver, Alice, and 

perhaps a half dozen other men in the final chapters of their lives.  

November in upper Michigan was cold and rainy, with traces of an 

early snow still on the ground.  Alice was on a minimal budget – Social 

Security was only a dribble for these guys who had worked for cash 

most of their blue-collar lives – so she had cellophaned all the 

windows to keep in the heat.  And all of her grateful charges were 

chain smokers.   
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What had Ralph known and seen in his storied, gritty life?  He 

left his Nebraskan home at age 15, not content to raise hogs, and 

joined the cattle drives.  He was also a “wrangler” who broke and 

tended to the horse-stocks of High Plains ranches.  His education, his 

view of things, was formed on the back of a horse.   

Even in this suburban world he was comfortable in his own 

skin, with a unique quietude that attends to a soul who has lived a 

solitary existence on the edges of formal culture.  His life had bridged 

from horseback to jet air travel, and he witnessed the Apollo 

astronauts on the Moon.  A dominant American prosperity had 

grown up beneath his feet.  When he crossed over into 1900 90% of 

his fellow Americans worked the farms and ranches, yet by the end 

of his time less than 10% would still be directly working the soil. 

Back then as a 6-year old, I could not begin to appreciate the 

wild trails of Ralph’s life, nor the chaotic first decades of the 20th 

century.  From a world devastated by the global wars, to re-birth and 

meteoric prosperity, Ralph’s story is not uncommon – a seemingly 

ordinary man, yet one of extraordinary character and grit.   

Just think how far humankind has come since even the 

Apollo 1960s.  The laptop, the Internet, instantaneous tele-

communication, Amazon consumerism, modern genetics, Hubble.  

And we can’t really measure prosperity, or the hidden value of its 

incessant innovation-driven rocket ride.  BR will surprise us by 

pointing out that, since the 1800s and the beginning of the Industrial 

Revolution, we can’t really measure how far we’ve come.  

Government-devised inflation statistics calculate that U.S. gross 

domestic product1 (“GDP”) per capita has grown by 13-fold since 

1820.  Yet if we measure it by the volume and more importantly, by 

the radical qualitative changes in how and how much we consume, 

other estimates suggest that real GDP/capita may have grown by a 

factor of nearly 200-fold.  So instead of conventional estimates that 

take $250 in 1800 GDP/capita to $8-9,000, the real effect of 

innovation-prosperity could be more like $50,000/capita.2   

Prosperity is wild, and probably wildly immeasurable.  How 

to measure the “value” of things if Ralph’s modern cowboy 

counterpart can now pull an I-Phone from his saddlebag and order up 

a drone-delivered new cowboy hat or set of spurs?   
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PERILS: 

America’s (and the Global) Debt Challenge 

Whenever I meet with other financial professionals, and I am 

selective about who sits down at my conference table, I ask them:  

“I’m curious - can you tell me what the fiscal debt and unfunded social 

program liabilities of the U.S. Federal Government are?  

 These are smart executives from successful financial firms.  

They know their stuff and survived the 2007-2008 financial crisis. 

Yet less than 1 in 4 responds with a confident answer – they 

may take a sporting stab at the running U.S. federal operating debt 

of @$25-30T – up $4-5T in the CV-19 event – and those are “T’s” for 

“trillions.”  But unfunded liabilities, that is, the governments future 

promises for healthcare and social security, not so much. 

Why is that? 

The answer may be that Americans, including the financial 

industry, are rowing, no, actually, it’s more like we are all scuba 

diving, up Alaska’s Denali (“Denial”) River – we are not just denying 

the problem, we are kind of “cool” about avoiding it while we pursue 

typical Boomer heroic exploits – fancy scuba suits, high-tech gear, 

captured on iPhone video.  The excitement! …The adventure!  The 

YouTube…!  Yet our national financial waters are overflowing – in 

massive currents of debt.  It’s possible that Boomers themselves 

won’t be hit with its full impact – but the burden will surely pass on 

to our children and grandchildren.  

So, what are the rough1 numbers for public debt and 

unfunded future liabilities (promises): 

 
  U.S. accumulated fiscal budget:  $27T+ (and growing) 

  Medicare    $31T 

 Social Security   $21T 

 Medicaid, States, Student loans  $91T 

  TOTAL    $170T 

 

Source:  https://www.usdebtclock.org/; increasing by millions/day     

 
1 “Rough” because the numbers here are projected over the next 50-75 years and 
subject to many unknown variables, like inflation, economic growth, population 
growth, etc. 

https://www.usdebtclock.org/
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Just the interest alone on the fiscal budget debt, if interest 

rates were just average at @2%, would mean $500B+/year in 

additional interest on the current @$4T annual federal budget.  And 

if we think our family’s mortgage is paid off, perhaps we should think 

again.  The @$170T divided by @330M U.S. folks means that every 

American now carries @$500,ooo+ in debt and unfunded future 

liabilities.  And, like the Denali’s spring melt snow, it’s growing – fast. 

All the key parties “in-the-know” – Washington D. C., Wall 

Street, big corporations, educators, the Media – should be aware of 

this crisis.  Missing from the party?  Americans themselves, also 

known as “the American taxpayer.”  The folks, us, who are supposed 

to be able to pay for all this, sometime, somewhere down the line.  

More than likely it will pass on to our children (many already 

taxpayers), grandchildren, and their kids, etc.   

And this is not just an American problem.  Europe, Japan, and 

China all have their own versions of debt crises.  And they all live in 

the throes of the “Denali scuba diving” syndrome.      

BR will summarize some of the ways this crisis is being 

“rationalized” – print money and “inflate our way out of it,” “modern 

monetary theory,” raise taxes, reduce spending, etc.  However, BR 

will try to make the case that American families must first arrive at a 

moral and ethical awareness about what’s at stake FOR OUR KIDS(!)   

Who is the modern “American family”?  For our discussion, 

it’s the members of a household bonded by love and committed to a 

common well-being and prosperity, including single adults who may 

be satellites of an extended family, or may choose to belong to an 

alternative community.  In the big picture, we are the “American 

family,” living under a common civil, and for many, a sacred faith, i.e., 

the civility of the U.S. Constitution and the Rule of Law, and as well 

the sanctity of “one nation under God.”  

BR suggests that we Americans must assume responsibility 

and leadership for our well-being and future.  First, get our own basic 

houses in order – the “basic stuff” – debt planning, estate planning, 

financial planning, a family disaster plan.  Next, the big stuff – our 

family’s future.    

Are we all ready?  Are we prepared?  How can we prepare?              
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The China Challenge 

China and India, prior to Europe’s Industrial Revolution, were 

always the largest economies simply by the size or “scale” of their 

populations.  China has re-emerged in the 20th-21st century.  Since 

2001, when China joined The World Trade Organization (WTO), it is 

now the second largest economy (some say the largest) and 

accounts for @30% of global economic growth in the 21st century. 

Yet the 2019-20 novel-coronavirus crisis – which has taken 

hundreds of thousands of lives globally, hit 185 countries, and has 

triggered a self-inflicted economic meltdown not seen since the 

1920’s Great Depression – has exposed weaknesses in China’s 

relationship with its global partners and on a larger scale the fragility 

of our new, very high-tech world.   

The emerging and hyper-connected global economic 

community is at risk not just from the coronavirus.  Many observe 

that China’s leadership wants to impose its communist form of state 

capitalism over large swaths of the global economy.  Whether one 

suspects China or not, this is a big deal – and it will continue to be the 

biggest public policy deal for our global economic community in the 

21st century. 

Boomer Reckoning will approach the China Crisis on three 

fronts. 

First, it will explore how, and how quickly, the global 

economy has been re-shaped by China’s re-emergence.  How is its 

state-controlled version of “capitalism,” including its governance, 

corporate, and banking structures, different?  And how is China 

integrating, or not, with its other international players?   

Second, China has its own severe debt crisis.  Its version is 

organized, hidden really, within its unique financial and governance 

architectures.  But just like U.S. debt problems, China’s debt will 

present a clear and present global risk as its economy inevitably 

becomes a larger player in the world community. 

Finally, the China crisis includes Wall Street, U.S.A.  The same 

folks who sit down at my conference table tend to downplay the 

China risk factor.  Wall Street and its global cohorts are tracking a vast 
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1.4B market of Chinese consumers, workers, and investors.  

Enormous potential profit is on the table.   

Given the ugly history of foreign colonial exploits into China, 

it’s clear that the current Chinese Communist Party, as part of its own 

aggressiveness  to gain membership in open markets, has also sought 

to protect itself by achieving substantial leverage over its corporate 

and international business cohorts.   

Emerging market players like China are not unique in history 

as they scrap and stretch the rules of the playing field – U.S. 

corporations in the 1800s pirated British steam technologies.  But in 

a world where information is the blood and guts of market value, 

China has quickly mastered the outright theft and subterfuge of 

vastly more critical intellectual properties than just steam engines.  

And what’s different this go round is that it’s the Chinese 

government, the 5% of its population who govern the Chinese 

Communist Party and their state-owned and controlled companies, 

that is trying to commandeer the playing field.  Simply stated, China 

and its trading partners are at the beginning of their learning curves 

in adjusting to how this global economic and technology chess match 

will be played. 

Clearly U.S./China tensions are rising.  But this is not our 

parents’ Cold War.  In spite of the intense conflict, China and the U.S. 

remain each other’s largest trading partners.  After all, it’s a tsunami, 

and the tsunami’s waves are wild and indiscriminate.  Each country is 

carried by factors not in its complete control – in Part I we’ll learn 

about wild demographics, wild tech, wild markets, wild ecology, and 

wild capital.  

This all poses dramatic peril, yet also great potential for 

prosperity to our families’ existential and economic well-being.  We’re 

all, Chinese and Americans, swimming in the tsunami.  Even if you 

believe you are holding only U.S. company stocks, your family’s 

wealth is deeply submerged, a Denali swimmer, in this emerging and 

complex globalization simply because U.S. companies are now most 

likely global in scope – 80%+ of Coca-Cola’s markets are overseas.    

Boomer Reckoning opens the discussion about how China’s 

re-emergence will affect our lives in the 21st century.  China brings 
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upsides but also challenging new risks, but either way the rules of 

playing field have dramatically changed.   

 

The Retirement Investment Challenge 

10,000 Baby Boomers are retiring today, tomorrow, and 

then every day going forward for years to come.  Boomers need 

income.  Many will try to get by on Social Security and a small savings.    

Some may also have pensions, either from government or private 

companies.  Those who were able to save and invest into IRAs, 401ks, 

and stocks, will count on those assets to supplement their Social 

Security or pensions.  

Boomer Reckoning will open the conversation about how the 

typical retirement investment portfolio, your money, is at greater 

risk, but may also prosper, more than ever.   

First, Social Security and Medicare, the foundation for most 

boomer’s retirement expectations, carry serious “unfunded 

liabilities” – part of the debt crisis, above.  At their current pace, these 

two well-intended federal safety nets will run out of reserves in the 

midst of the Boomers’ retirement.  Medicaid, originally a modest 

program for unwed mothers and indigent retirees, has no trust 

reserves – its funding comes directly from the annual fiscal budget.  

Its cost is exploding both the Federal and state budgets and 

lawmakers have not been able or willing to address the problem.        

Second, Boomers’ investment income strategies are riskier 

and more uncertain than ever.  Bank interest rates hover in a 1-2% 

range, or lower, well below the cost of living and unable to provide 

meaningful income.  And because standard retirement income 

portfolios usually “mix” @50% stocks (higher risk, volatility) and 50% 

bonds (lower risk, but lower yields), we know these portfolios can be 

less reliable, lower yielding, and more volatile.     

Since 2000 the stock market investors have been hit by two 

-50% “corrections” – your dollar in stocks was suddenly worth 50 

cents.  Many investors have already forgotten these downturns.  

Recall that the Standard & Poor 500 U.S. Large Company Index (the 

“S & P 500”) lost -50% during the 3-year “dot com” correction from 

2000-2002.  It finally recovered by 2005-7, just in time for the 2007-

2009 mortgage and financial crisis when the S & P 500 was rocked 
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again and fell -50%.  Stocks carry higher, but also hidden risks.  BR will 

explore how the public debt problem, boomer demographics, and 

globalization, all make stocks more volatile (risker) than ever, 

especially for retirement portfolios.  Yet at the same time, the 

emerging world economy, led by the USA and now China, offers 

almost unimaginable potential, promise and prosperity.   

The heart and soul of a traditional retirement income 

portfolio is not stocks.  It’s bonds (“fixed income”) which provide 

“guaranteed” return of principal and income dividends.  

Governments and companies issue bonds.   Bonds have traditionally 

been used to provide steady income and balance out the risk of 

stocks.  Yet 21st century bond interest rates have dropped 

dramatically – the “go-to” and stalwart U.S. Treasury 10-year bond 

yields are at all-time lows and have fallen below 1% for the first time 

during the 2020 coronavirus.    

The finance industry has missed telling us how, for 25 years 

from 1981-2006, interest rates fell from all-time double-digit highs to 

the present abnormal lows.  This steady, if uneven, process triggered 

one of the grandest bond booms in history.  It was bliss!  Declining 

rates (technically termed “disinflation”) meant bonds gave high 

income as well as capital appreciation.  Boomers could re-finance 

mortgages every 2-3 years and cash in equity to buy boats and cars(!).  

Homes appreciated like crazy!  We were all real estate moguls (!).  

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac guaranteed higher risk mortgages even 

if borrowers had poor, or even no credit.   

Today the disclaimer “past performance is not an indication 

or guarantee of future performance” is brutally true for boomers’ 

income portfolios.  Governments, and not just the U.S., are 

dangerously underwater in debt.  And corporate bonds are riding the 

same potential stock market bubble that worries stock investors.  

Buyer beware! 

21st century investing is both risky and challenging, but also 

full of possibility.  It’s surely different than anything markets have 

ever put on the table.  Are you ready?  Are you prepared?  How can 

you prepare?  
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The Ecology Challenge – Threatened yet Threatening 

When the Apollo missions gave us the magnificent image of 

the “Earthrise” from the Moon, how could we not have been 

awestruck?   

 
 

Source:  https://www.nasa.gov/image-feature/goddard/lro-earthrise-2015 

 

From 250,000 miles away our “blue-water” home appears 

tiny, vulnerable, its gossamer-thin atmosphere exposed to the vast, 

immeasurable expanse of the 15 billion-year old universe.  We are 

water – oceans cover 71% of the earth’s surface, our bodies are @60% 

water and our brains and hearts are over 70% water. 

The modern industrializing world threatens our seemingly 

quiet “Mother” earth, yet she also speaks back, at times profoundly.  

Born from unimaginable intensities of the Universe’s creation, the 

Earth’s physical subconscious lurks beneath, in violent tectonic 

vulcanism, oceanic tsunami’s, but also above, in hurricanes and 

tornadoes, and the “known-unknowns” of solar storms or gamma-

ray events.    

We flaunt our ingenious “engineering” technologies – 

bridges, highways, elegant aircraft, e-vehicles, agricultural tech, and 

a planet now “wired” from within and above.  We are indeed clever 

beings.   

While we might elude ourselves to think we can manipulate 

Earth, we cannot control her – she owns us, we are hers.  Everything 

7.6B human beings do every day affects her integrity, her beauty, and 

threatens her viability, and her other natural inhabitants.   
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We make stuff, lots of it, and we create new stuff, lots of it, 

as the continents of plastic that float our oceans and choke its life 

attest.   And we are now dependent upon vast energy regimes, 

largely carbon-atom driven.  Before coronavirus, iPhones, laptops, 

and IT systems were consuming more energy than the entire global 

commercial aircraft fleet.  Virtually every human activity is now 

energy dependent.  BR will explore green energies and their unique 

promises, yet we will learn that solar and wind technologies are 

already @60% efficient – the laws of physics limit how much 

photovoltaic or kinetic energy can be converted to usable energy.  

The underlying secret of green energy is “scale” – we need far more 

energy than current green tech can deliver.  And green tech is itself 

highly carbon dependent – it takes 45 tons of non-recyclable fossil-

fuel derived plastic to create modern windmill blades.   

Modern technologies give rise to unprecedented human 

moral and ethical challenges.  Our innovations advance way ahead of 

our abilities to discern and manage how society will integrate tech.  

We are threats to ourselves, witness the mighty struggle between 

“right to life” and “right to choose” in part created by new-tech 

abortifacients and birth control pharma.  As we convert vast acreages 

of forest and wildlands to our use, we threaten and steal away the 

natural habitats of other earth species.  Tech is a threat to us and a 

threat to the planet.  So we force the planet to try to live in an upside-

down order – that is, first build tech and then, afterwards, figure out 

how to save the planet from its affects.  Tesla e-vehicles are cool, 

quiet, fast as a land-rocket.  Yet their 1000-pound lithium batteries 

presently require 500,000 pounds of raw earth-mined material to get 

to the lithium ore they require. 

Bottom line?  The tech-ecology challenge is a lot bigger and 

more complex than we have yet admitted to ourselves.  Society’s 

consumption ethics lag the swift and sudden-changes brought on by 

our clever innovations.  The ecology challenge is humankind’s 

looming frontier.    
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The Moral-Ethical-Spiritual Legacy Challenge  

The three challenges above are part of the still emerging 

global economy, which is technologically complex, changing rapidly, 

sometimes exciting and rich with opportunities, yet to many of us 

perplexing, even threatening.  Boomer Reckoning will examine the 

forces that drive globalization, and try to provide some workable 

tools to understand, adapt, and respond to the practical challenges it 

brings to your family’s well-being. 

The fifth challenge, however, is moral and ethical, even 

spiritual.  The debt, China, investment, and ecology challenges are 

each real, fast-moving, and deep “hard” realities.  This emerging 21st 

century world we have created, and that has created us, is fraught 

with both promise and peril.  The fifth challenge, however, is not so 

much economic – it’s ethical, spiritual.  For Boomers, It will be the 

great challenge of our remaining days on the planet.  It’s how and in 

what shape we hand it all over to our children and their children.  It’s 

our legacy.   

These pages will not try to solve the big problem – the hope 

here is to start a civil discussion, a conversation with ourselves and 

our children.  Practically, what we might do is get some workshop 

tools and action plans working – as the old carpenter saying goes, 

plan your work, and then work your plan.   

Wealth and Health 1.0:  First, we’ll talk about wealth and 

wealth “housekeeping.”  We are all trying to build lives and 

economies for our families.  Yet most Americans don’t have their 

basic wealth-estate plans in order: 

 

72% don’t have a comprehensive wealth or estate plan 

66% haven’t created a trust document 

58% do not have durable or medical powers of attorney 

30% do not know where their documents are located 

46% have not told their executor where their documents are 

58% haven’t organized their online passwords 

 

We’ll first try to lay out how to get these things done.  The 

basics.  Wills, trusts, and tools that are vital for day-to-day living – 

powers of attorney including medical powers.  Did you know that if 

your spouse has a medical crisis, or when you send your 18 year old 
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off to college, you may not be authorized to help them in a medical 

crisis – unless you have a medical power of attorney? 

The greater your wealth or “estate,” the more you need to 

consider partnering with pros – a CPA, estate attorney, financial 

advisor, and your health team (MDs, trainers, workout teammates).   

Workshop 1.0 is the basic stuff that tries to organize, 

simplify, and optimize your life – you don’t have to sweat the basic 

stuff.  It’s doable.  It is, however, an ongoing set of jobs, a constant 

“fix-it” workshop.  As your life unfolds, as laws and tax systems 

change, 1.0 plans need to be reviewed and updated.  

Wealth & Health 2.0:  Workshop 2.0 is more challenging – it’s 

the Big Stuff to sweat over.  It’s the legacy of our lives, our 

“existential” net worth – our blood, sweat, and tears – that may also 

carry economic worth, our “wealth”.   For a Boomer in the remaining 

third of life, Workshop 2.0 will be the big family project for the 

remainder of days. 

2.0 first means trying to get our basic finances in order.  

Eliminate debt.  Simplify.  Get a solid retirement plan in order.  Give 

our kids the gift of our own financial independence so they won’t 

have to worry or use their money for the cost of our care.    

Because governments at all levels will be increasingly 

stressed to provide future health services, boomers and their kids will 

need to take more charge and control of health matters.  Become 

your own, best health provider – get healthy to avoid dependency on 

big-med and big-pharma as much as possible.  Walk or hike, yoga, 

swim, ride a bike or maybe a horse around. An apple, a walk, 50 

pages/day – keeps the doctor(s) away(!).  Sounds simple, old-

fashioned, but it could extend quality of life and save tens of 

thousands of dollars for your family and community.   Track your 

health, get a good MD coach – annual heart scans and check-ups.  

Good food and nutrition.  100+ may be the optimal human life 

expectancy, so we have to pace ourselves, you think? Health is the 

big stuff (!).            

2.0 tries to help us cobble together workbench-plans or trail 

maps that might live beyond our lives to provide for our children and 

our communities.  It’s a pragmatic, common-sense set of tools to give 
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our families the best chance of surviving and thriving in the 21st 

century. 

Every generation faces their own unique challenges.  The 

20th century opened to unbelievable promise (electricity, motor cars, 

telephones, Sears Roebuck) yet also new risks and harm – global 

disruption, urban pollution and squalor, world wars, pandemics.  Our 

grandparents worked the farms and ranches and we were tough and 

resilient to meet those challenges.  Railroads had just begun to 

connect things.  Healthcare was primitive and safety nets (e.g., the 

first railroad pensions) were just getting off the ground.  Human 

rights (women’s suffrage, unfinished racial liberation) were still 

evolving, yet in the midst of all this millions of immigrant families 

from distant continents were teeming to our shores, yearning for 

America’s promise.   

Our 21st century challenges are daunting as well.  We can only 

wonder how our ancestors would view today’s 21st century 

challenges and possibilities.  Piece of cake?  Hard to tell.  Perhaps 

that’s why it is so vital for families to communicate and document 

their stories and tales, their tracks through history, to pass on the 

unique experiences, perspectives, insights, and images of the heroes 

and heroines, yet also the eccentrics, the unique and lesser knowns – 

the big, and often hidden, emotional and spiritual stuff. 

So finally, Boomer Reckoning is about how one’s life work 

endures to become one’s legacy.  How to secure future generations.  

How to give back to our community(s)?  Cancer research?  Time and 

wealth to one’s faith community?  Endow your college?   

Perhaps less material possibilities will also come to mind, like 

keeping track of the family history for kids to pass on.  Or campfire 

stories about a life lived, its victories and defeats, about scraping and 

scrapping by and even succeeding, about lessons learned.   

 

Boomer Reckoning will try to lend the conversations above 

some new perspectives, even refreshed “paradigms” – that is, ways 

of examining and understanding what’s going on – for taking on the 

challenges, the promise, and the risks of our times.    

BR will try to get past the partisanship that stifles thought, 

prevents conversation, and distracts from serious examination. 
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Part One will try to first explore contexts (the global 

economy, demographics, technology, ecology, and capital).   

Part Two explores practical challenges and planning options, 

roadmaps, that might help us advance our families’ chances of 

success and prosperity.         

Boomer Reckoning is a “team” effort – it’s a Greatest 

Generation+Baby Boomer+GenX+Millennial huddle-up on the field of 

our family dreams.  It has been a team effort in its writing, with input 

from family, clients, and colleagues.  Thank you all!   

Good reading…good thinking…good health…good 

planning!  To our families!  

 

 
1Gross domestic product (GDP) is the total monetary or market value of all 

the finished goods and services produced within a country's borders in a specific time 
period. https://www.investopedia.com/terms/g/gdp.asp; Per capita gross domestic 
product (GDP is a metric that breaks down a country's economic output per person 
and is calculated by dividing the GDP of a country by its population. 
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/per-capita-gdp.asp   

2 Arnold Kling, Nick Schulz, From Poverty to Prosperity, Intangible assets, 
hidden liabilities, and the lasting triumph over scarcity, New York:  Encounter Books, 
2009, p. 33. 

 
 
 

What did you think? Take the survey here. 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/g/gdp.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/per-capita-gdp.asp
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/6PVBFNQ

